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Registration form
To access AKONET.cloud, you must have a username (email address) and a password. If you don't have one, you must register by clicking on "New Registration" on 
the home screen.

Company Name, CIF, contact email, contact phone, etc. : Fill in with your company details.
Email / Username: Enter a valid email. This email is used to access AKONET.cloud, and to receive different notifications. In addition, when registering the 
company, the email and password used correspond to the figure of the super administrator. This figure has the same privileges as an administrator, however 
it is the only one that can edit the company profile, as well as view the data related to the billing. You cannot use the same email to register another 
user or another company in AKONET.cloud.
Firstname / Lastname:  Fill in with the name and surname of the primary user (super administrator).
Password: Enter a password. This password is used to access AKONET.cloud along with the email. The password 
must contain at least one capital letter, a number and a symbol.
Confirm Password: Enter the password again. Both passwords must be identical.

When you click on "Sign in" you access the space created for your business in AKONET.cloud for the first time. If 
you have pre-enabled devices, they will be displayed in the initial "Devices” view, otherwise a message will warn 
you that no devices are available. To activate new devices click "Activate device" or go to page .6

Password recovery

In the event of not remembering the password, it can be recovered by clicking on "Have you forgotten your 
password?", enter the email used to register.
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User profile and company
By clicking on the icon at the bottom of the sidebar, you access the user profile or the company profile. Only administrators can edit company data.

User account

Email: This displays the user's email; the email cannot be edited.
Firstname/ Lastname:   Allows changing the user's name and surname.
Profile image: Allows including a user image (gif/png/jpeg, maximum size 1 MB).
Language: Select the AKONET.cloud language. AKONET.cloud takes the default language pre-configured in the browser. If that language is not available, the 
default language is English.
Temperature unit: Select the temperature units (ºCelsius or ºFahrenheit).
Number format: This defines how numbers are expressed:

Spanish: Point for the separation of thousand units and comma for decimals.
English: Comma for the separation of thousand units and point for decimals.

Export CSV delimeter: This defines which sign is used to separate the columns when exporting to a CSV file.
Export ancoding format: This defines the encoding format when exporting a file (UTF-8 or ISO-8859).
Change password: Allows changing the current password.

Company account

Allows editing the company details (name, alias, tax identification number, etc.).

Owner

Allows you to assign a user profile as the owner of the company. The owner is the only profile which can edit the billing information (next page). In order to be 
owner, the user profile must be administrator.

This closes the current session
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Billing

Allows editing the billing details (accounting 
name, tax identification number, contact 
email, etc.).

By checking this box, the details which 
feature in the company account are 
used as billing details

Sidebar
From the sidebar you select the different options available, explained in more detail below.
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Search bar and filters
By using this toolbar, you can search in several sections of the cloud. Its operation is always the same:

By clicking on any of the filters, the 
different options drop down. It is possible 
to select more than one. When finishing 
and clicking on "Search", the results that 
match the checked options are displayed.

To delete any of the filters, click the X and 
press "Search" again to update the 
results.

By clicking on the magnifying glass, a 
drop-down menu appears with the 
previously saved filters.

This opens/closes the different options 
to filter the displayed results.

This applies the filters or selected searches

This cleans the filters and searches applied

This saves the filters applied
Enter the search term 
in this field

By checking this box, only the 
devices with a triggered alarm are shown
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Add new device
To add a new device, press "+" in the "devices” 
section, the device activation wizard starts.

Device activation wizard
A wizard guides you through the device registration process:

Activate the physical device to start communication with the cloud. Wait a 
few minutes until the cloud receives the communication.

Choose the most appropriate application according to the intended use of the 
device.

Enter the serial number and device validation code (IMEI) or click on the  to QRBUTTON
activate the camera and read the device QR.

Check the acceptance of conditions box and press "Activate equipment".
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Choose between applying a preset (set of parameters previously saved) or 
start a wizard to configure the device.

Upon completion, it is recommended that you force a transmission of the device by clicking the button for more than 3 seconds to apply the configuration carried out.
From this moment on, the device starts to send data to Akonet.cloud periodically depending on configuration.

Once the steps have been completed, fill in device information with the data 
you consider necessary and click on Save equipment data.
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Devices
This screen shows a summary of the data for all devices of a particular client / user, indicating the averages of the values captured for each of them as well as if they 
have any active alarm and the connection status. Each device is shown in a small window called widget, where the most relevant device data are displayed. When you 
click on the widget, access is gained to the device detail screen.

Displays all
the devices

Displays the
active devices only

Displays the
non-active devices only

Displays the
devices with alarm only

Alternates between the views 
of widgets and the list

Displays the list of
registered devices

Displays the list of
registered devices

Allows registering new
devices (see page 6)

Allows you to register new
devices (see next page) Opens a drop-down menu with the following options:

Shows the location, defined by the user, of each device
on the map, the devices with alarm are shown in red.
By clicking, the name and status of the device is shown and
by clicking on "GIr to details" access is gained to the detail view (see page 11).

Activate device: Allows you to register new devices.

Activate devices (CSV): Allows the bulk registration 
of devices by filling out the data in a table.

Update devices: Allows the bulk modification of 
devices by filling out the data in a table.

Export to CSV: Exports the data of the devices shown 
to a CSV-type table.

Export to XLSX: Exports the data of the devices 
shown an Excel table.
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This view shows the registered devices by way of a list, allowing you to edit their data and register new devices.
Returns to the view of widgets

Edits the device 
details 

Al: Indicates the number of active alarms on the device.
Ap: Displays the application chosen in the wizard.
Name: Displays the name of the device.
ID: Displays the device identification number.
Reference: Indicates the device reference.
Serial number: Indicates the device serial number.
IMEI: Indicates the device IMEI.
Status: Displays the device status.

Ÿ Registered:  The device is assigned to a company / customer but has not yet been activated.
Ÿ Online:  The device is active, regularly sending the registered data as well as the alarms detected.
Ÿ Offline:  The device is active, regularly sending the registered data, however the alarms are disabled.
Ÿ Suspended: The licence has expired, and the device does not register or transmit data until the licence is reactivated.
Ÿ Error: The transmission has not been received in the planned period.
Ÿ Canceled: The device has been cancelled and cannot be re-registered.

Conn.: Indicates the device communication type.
Signal:  Indicates the amount of device coverage.
City: Indicates the location of the device set by the user.
License expire: Displays the expiry date for the device subscription.
Groups: Indicates the groups the device belongs to.
Tags: Displays the device labels.
Created by: Indicates the user who registered the device.
Updated by: Indicates the user who last modified the device data.

Device management

Allows editing the device details:

Name: Adds a name to the device.
Description: Adds the device description.
Imagen: Allows you to upload a real image of the device to identify it (gif/png/jpeg 
formats, maximum size 1 MB).
Groups: Indicates the groups the device belongs to.
Application:  Indicates the type of application selected in the wizard (see page 6)
Tags: Allows you to add labels to the device to help to create reports and 
notifications.
Address, Postal code, City, Country: Allows you to add the location data of the 
device, or obtain them by using the coordinates entered.
Get coordinates: Obtains the coordinates to locate the device on the map based 
on the address you entered.
Get address: Obtains the address of the device based on the coordinates entered.
Get geoposition: Obtains the location of the device based on the network data.
Longitude / Latitude: Allows you to add the location of the device using 
coordinates, or obtain them via the address entered.
Map search: If the box is checked, it allows you to find the location directly on the 
map, clicking to indicate the location.

Shows device on the map

Opens the detail view of the device
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Select the time period for the calculation of the mean 
temperature and humidity: 24 hours, 7 days, 30 days or last 
val. (last value received).

Indicates whether there are any active 
alarms, if blank, there are no alarms.

Mean temperature
recorded by the
external probe*

Mean temperature
recorded by the
ambient probe*

Mean relative humidity
recorded by the 
internal probe*

By moving the mouse over the solid 
area, the maximum and minimum 
value of the selected time period is 
displayed.

TTI (Time Temperature Index): Displays the percentage of time that the inside 
temperature or outside temperature were within the planned operating range (Set 
Point ± Hysteresis).

THI (Time Humidity Index): Displays the percentage of time that the relative humidity 
has been within the planned operating range (Set Point ± Hysteresis).

HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points): Indicates whether there has 
been any HACCP alarm in the ambient probe and displays its temperature value.

Widget
AKODATA

The box that summarises the information on each device is referred to as the "Widget".

The device sends the stored data to Akonet.cloud, as well as the alarms and alerts detected according to the configured 
transmission interval. When received, the widget for the corresponding device flashes for 1 minute indicating correct reception. 
During this time, the data shown correspond to the real-time measurement. After 1 minute, the operation averages are displayed 
again.

The striped area shows the full measurement range of the device, while the solid area indicates the range of actual work (maximum 
and minimum value reached) during the selected time period.

The name assigned
to the device

Device status:  Active,  Inactive,  Active alarmGreen Orange Reeed

By passing the mouse over the 
indicator, it displays the date and 
time of the last synchronization and 
signal strength. The colour indicates 
the quality of the signal:
Green: Good
Yellow: Satisfactory
Red: Low

*During the selected period.
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Device detail
Shows the detail of each device as well as a summary of the data captured and allows adjusting the operating parameters.

Hide / Show Details: Shows / hides the device details.

Displays the real-time 
data received in the
last communication

Indicates battery status:

GRE: OK

RED: Replace as soon as possible

Indicates whether there are any active alarms, if 
blank, there are no alarms.
When clicking access is gained to the alarm details

Opens the parameter refresh menu 
(see next page).

Signal strength

By passing the mouse over the indicator, it displays the 
date and time of the last synchronization and signal 
strength. The colour indicates the quality of the signal: 
GRE: YEL: RED: Good; Satisfactory;  Low

Displays a summary
of the maximum,
minimum and average
recorded data

Changes the 
displayed period

Displays the device details,
an image (customisable) and its
location on the map

Accesses the editing of
the device data
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Forces a synchronisation of the device parameters
with priority given to the device parameters

Updates the device firmware

Notifications: The notification rules allow you to establish a mechanism to alert users when certain types of alarms occur. The notification rules 
determine which alarms generate a notification, as well as to whom these notifications are sent. Notifications can be sent via email.

Displays the notification rules that affect this device

To create new notifications, refer to page 24.

Allows you to edit the rule

Origin: Indicates the origin of the parameter change:
  : Changed AKONET.cloud.NUBE
  : Changed from the device.CUBO
Parameter: Indicates which parameter has been changed.
Previous / Current: Indicates the parameter value before and after the 
change.
User: Indicates which user made the change.
Date: Indicates the date and time of the change.

Audits: Shows the list of configuration changes.
Exports the list to a .CSV or .XLSX file
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Events: Displays the list of events and alarms recorded by the device

Reference: Indicates the reference of the event/alarm:
Exxxxx: Event.
Axxxxx: Alarm.

Type: Indicates the type of event/alarm.
Status: Indicates whether the event/alarm is active.
Name: Displays the description of the event/alarm.
Severity:  Indicates the priority of the event/alarm.
Activate: Indicates the activation value (if applicable).
Activated at: Displays the activation date and time of the event/alarm.
Deactivate: Indicates the deactivation value (if applicable).
Deactivated at: Displays the deactivation date and time of the 
event/alarm.
Ack user: Indicates which user acknowledged the alarm.
ACK date: Indicates the date the alarm was acknowledged.

Parameters: Allows changing the configuration of the device and of AKONET.cloud (alarms, set points, etc.)

There are two types of parameters:

 The parameters associated with AKONET.cloud

 Parameters associated with the device

Changes to the parameters associated with the device generate a task that 
runs during the next transmission (variable depending on configuration). 
Refer to the device manual to force the transmission.

If, upon altering a parameter, there is a pending task, the change 
is added to that task, otherwise it generates a new task. The list 
of tasks and their status can be found in the backlog section 
(page 29).

Changes to the parameters associated with AKONET.cloud have immediate 
effect.

Accesses the alarm acknowledgement screen

Opens the detail view of the alarm

Displays all
the events and alarms

Displays the
active alarms

Shows the
alarms only

Displays the
events only

Allows saving/uploading preset configurations

Indicates the configuration wizard (see page 6)

Presets
Allows saving or uploading configurations used frequently by facilitating the parametrisation of the devices.

To save a configuration, once the parameters have been set as required, click on "Presets" and then "Save as". A window 
opens for assigning the configuration name and description.

To upload a previously saved configuration, click on "Presets" and mark the desired option. A summary of the applicable 
changes is displayed. Click on "Apply" to save the changes and then click "Save" and "Send configuration." This creates a 
new task in the backlog (see page 29) that will run during the next transmission.

Saved configurations
Save current configuration
as a new preset

Exports the list to a .CSV or .XLSX file
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Timeline

Displays the graph of the device
operation log

Displays the alarm activation
time. Clicking on it
accesses the alarm list

Increases / decreases / moves the
period of the graph displayed

Moving the mouse over the graph,
displays the detail of each point
(time and data value).

Period selection
Allows selecting the period displayed on the different graphs and also affects the calculation of the averages indicated in the widget shown on the left.

Start day of 
the period

To select the period of a
just one day, double click on it.

Quick access to the periods:
last day, last week, last month

Click on search to
validate the changes

End day
of the period

To add or remove a data 
source, click on it

The colour indicates the
alarm severity:

: Low, : Medium, : HighYEL ORA RED

Fast settings: Allows graphically changing the most typical values without having to access alarm parameters and set points for each of the 
inputs.

Minimum alarm Maximum alarm HACCP alarm

Open to display
the TTI alarm

Set Point + differential
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Graphs
AKODATA

Displays graphs of the data captured by the device. There are 6 graph types for each of the probes and 3 general graphs:

Activity: Shows the maximum, minimum and average values captured per day.

Allows selecting from amongst the
different graphs available

By activating the checkbox
the period of each graph can 
be customised

Downloads the data from the
graph in .csv format

Moving the mouse over the graph
shows the detail of each point
(Data date, time, and value)

To add or remove a data 
source, click on it

Example: On Monday, 5 November, the temperature in the ambient probe was maintained at 49.5% of 
the time of the Set Point value +/- the differential, 50.5% of the time it was above the Set Point.

Displays the bottom and top 
margins of the Set Point

Continuous: Displays the values captured continuously.

Time in Set Point: Displays the time percentages it has remained within the value of the Set Point; below and above it.
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HACCP: Displays a summary of the maximum values obtained for each hour and the configured HACCP alarm value.

Maximum temperature
reached by hours

Example: The ambient temperature
remained 21% of the time at 4.9 °C

Example: The alarm for maximum relative humidity was triggered 3 times
and remained active for 23 hours in total on Friday, 2 November.

In this example, there have only been maximum relative humidity alarms.

Value configured for
HACCP alarm

TTI historigram: Breakdown of the different values obtained in percentage of time and their situation with regard to the Set Point.

Displays the bottom and top 
margins of the Set Point

Alarms: Displays a summary with the different alarms recorded and the maximum time that it has remained with an active alarm for each day. The column in 
dashed lines indicates the total time the alarm has been active, whereas column with no outline indicates the number of times that the alarm has been 
activated.
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Max. / Min. Alarms: Displays a summary with the maximum / minimum alarms recorded. The column in dashed lines indicates the total time the alarm has 
been active, whereas column with no outline indicates the number of times that the alarm has been activated.

Example: The alarm for maximum relative humidity was triggered once and remained
active for 23 hours and 45 minutes in total on Sunday, 4 November.

In this example, there have only been maximum relative humidity alarms.

Signal strength: Displays a graph with the device coverage quality of during the selected period (Only devices with NBIoT connectivity).
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Groups
This function allows grouping different devices according to the criteria decided by the user and its purpose is to facilitate the analysis of the data obtained.

One device can belong to multiple groups.

Adds a new group

(see next page)

Edits the group data

(see next page)

Indicates the number of
alarms in the group

Displays the group details

When clicking on the group,
the devices view opens

Alternates between the views of
widgets and the list

Displays the list of groups
Allows adding new groups
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When adding a new group or editing an existing one, the following window appears:

Name: Group name.
Description / Type: Expands the group information.
Image: Allows adding an image to the group (gif/png/jpeg formats, maximum size 1 MB).
Show map: Displays or hides the view of the map in the group widget.
Add devices:  Adds devices to the group.
Apply same group location to devices: By checking this box, the group location data apply to all the devices contained in it.
Tags: Allows adding labels to the group that will help to create reports and notifications. Click "Enter" after typing each label.
Address, postal code, city, country: Allows you to add the location data of the device, or obtain them by using the coordinates entered.
Get coordinates: Obtains the coordinates to locate the device on the map based on the address you entered.
Get address: Obtains the address of the device based on the coordinates entered.
Get geoposition: Obtains the location of the device based on the network data.
Longitude / Latitude: Allows you to add the location of the device using coordinates, or obtain them via the address entered.

Map search: If the box is checked, it allows you to find the location directly on the map, clicking to indicate the location.

Indicates the total number of alarms of each type
triggered in the group devices

Opens the group dashboard

(see page 21)

Displays the image of the group
or its location on the map

Displays a summary of the status of
the devices included in the group
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Bulk parameter change

To edit parameters of a device within a group, an option appears that allows the bulk editing of parameters within the group. To do this, instead of saving the 
changes, click on "Apply configuration to all".

When clicking on "Apply configuration,” the changes made are applied to the marked equipment.

The bulk change can only be done in identical devices (same reference), devices with a different reference do not appear on the list and cannot be 
marked.

Marcar los dispositivos a los que aplicar los cambios
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Dashboard
Displays an analysis with the data for all the group devices.

Exits the group mode

Percentage of time during which the group devices
remained within the Set Point value

Summary of alarms by probe type and activity

Percentage of time during which group devices
remained within the Set Point value by probe type

Percentage of alarm activation
per day of the week

Percentage of alarm activation
by time slot

Indicator of active / inactive alarms Alarm indicator by severity Alarm indicator by severity

Percentage of time during which the group devices
remained with a severe alarm

Status of the devices

AKODATA

Devices

Devices with active alarm Devices by model Devices by connectivity
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Alarms
Displays a list with the recorded alarms:

Device: Indicates the device name.
Status: Displays the alarm status (ACTIVE / INACTIVE). If the alarm is active it is shown in red.
Reference: Indicates the alarm reference.
Name: Indicates the alarm type.
Severity: Indicates the alarm severity. This value can be configured by using the parameters and allows assigning priorities according as required. If a particular 

alarm is not assigned to any level (Low, Medium or High), the alarm remains as "unassigned." As such, neither visual notifications nor email 
notifications are generated, although it is shown on the list of alarms.

Activate: Indicates the activation value.
Activated at: Displays the event date and time.
Deactivate: Indicates the deactivation value.
Deactivated at: Displays the event deactivation date and time.
Ack date: Indicates the date the alarm was acknowledged.
Ack user: Indicates that the user has accepted the alarm.

60 Alarmas en total 8 Active alarms 52 Inactive alarms

0 Low 
severity alarms

0 Medium 
severity alarms

1 High 
severity alarms

7 Alarms with
no severity assigned

1 Alarms 
not accepted

Exports the list to 
a .CSV or .XLSX file

Click to open the
alarm acceptance screen

Active alarms
are shown in red

Indicates the alarm severity

By using this field, we can include comments
related to the alarm acceptance

Click to accept the alarm
Once accepted, the alarm is not notified again
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Notifications
Displays a list of the notifications sent. Notifications are sent when they meet the requirements of the notification rules.

Devices: Indicates the device name.
Rules: Indicates which rule the notification belongs to.
#Sent: Indicates the number of times sent.
Event ref.: Displays the alarm reference.
Severity: Indicates the severity of the alarm that caused the notification. Alarms with no assigned severity do not generate notifications (see page. 25).
First / Last sending: Indicates the date and time of the first / last time sent.
Receivers: Displays the notification recipients.

Opens the list of
notification rules

Opens the rule details

Opens the alarm details

Opens the notification details

Exports the list to 
a .CSV or .XLSX file
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Notification rules
Displays a list of the saved notification rules. The notification rules allow you to establish a mechanism to alert users when certain types of alarms occur. The 
notification rules determine what type of alarms (depending on severity) generate a notification, as well as to whom these notifications are sent. Notifications 
can be sent via email.

Name: Indicates the rule name.
Description:  Indicates the rule description.
Rules: Indicates the number of conditions of each rule.
Created at: Displays the rule creation date and time.
Created by: Displays the user who created the rule.
Updated at: Displays the date and time the rule was last changed.
Updated by: Displays the user who made the last change to the rule. Adds a new rule

Opens the list of alarms

Opens the list of notifications

Accesses the editing of the rule

(see next page)

Opens the details of the notification rule
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Name and description
of the rule

Selection of the devices
that activate the notification

The notification is only
active on the days of the week
selected and at the
selected times

Rule name

Notification type:
email: Sent by email
Push: Sent to the app

Adds another condition
to the rule

List of users to be notified
of the alarm**

Delay between notifications
if the sequential mode is active

Activate / deactivate
sequential mode

Deletes the rule

Enables/disables the
rule activation

by time slots

** To receive notifications by email, users must be registered in the system (see page 31).

Selects the alarm levels 
for which the notification 

is activated

Allows activating a delay to the application of the
rule as from the alarm activation

Includes quick access
to the alarm acceptance

button

Editing a notification rule

Sequential mode

The sequential mode sends the notification to the first user on the list. If, after the delay time between notifications has elapsed, the user has not accepted the 
alarm, notification is sent to the next user and so on until someone accepts the alarm. The acceptance of the alarm is performed in AKONET.cloud (see page. 19). 
If this mode is deactivated, the notifications are sent to all users at the same time.

For the sequential mode to take effect, 
different users must be registered in 
different notifications. If several users 
are registered in the same notification, 
the sequential mode has no effect.

Add notifications
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Reports
Allows generating device activity reports, either upon request or on a periodical basis, so that they are received by the selected users.

Report type: Selects the report type from among the predefined catalogue.
Target: Defines how to select the equipment which is the object of the report (by model, by group, by labels, etc.).
Groups / Tags / Devices: Defines on the basis of which groups, labels or devices the report is generated.
Scheduled: Allows scheduling the reports to be generated on a periodically. When checking the box, the other fields are shown. If the box is not checked, the 
report is generated instantly and downloaded in pdf format.
Start date / End Date: Defines the time period covered by the report.

If the "Programmed” checkbox has been marked, the following fields are also shown:

Name: Defines a name for the report.
Report for: Defines to which emails the report is sent. It is not necessary to be a user of AKONET.cloud to receive reports. Enter a valid email address and click 
"enter" to confirm it. You can enter multiple emails.
Frequency: Defines the frequency of reports (daily, weekly or monthly).

Adds a new report

Edits the reportDisplays the report
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NAME APPLICATION DESCRIPTION TARGET INTENDED FOR

Standard 
temperature 

report

Food, 
pharmaceutical 

and air-
conditioning

Displays, for the selected period, the evolution of the 
temperature variables, a summary of the daily activity in terms of 
maximums, minimums and averages, and a summary of the 
alarms that have occurred.

To track the evolution of the temperature conditions for 
the monitored assets

Maintenance, 
Quality

Standard 
temperature & 

humidity 
report

Food and air-
conditioning

Displays, for the selected period, the evolution of the 
temperature and humidity variables, a summary of the daily 
activity in terms of maximums, minimums and averages, and a 
summary of the alarms that have occurred.

To track the evolution of the temperature and humidity 
conditions for the monitored assets

Maintenance, 
Quality

HACCP report Food
Displays, for the selected period, the evolution of the 
temperature in relation to the HACCP value established, the 
maximum values per hour, and the alarms that have occurred.

To draw up a report with information that allows 
guaranteeing compliance with the HACCP system 
requirements, in terms of temperature control, which can 
affect food safety

Quality

Advanced 
temperature 

report

Food, 
pharmaceutical 

and air-
conditioning

Displays, for the selected period, the TTI (Time Temperature 
Index) for the temperature variables to assess the distribution of 
the values with regard to the range set (temperature Set Point), 
the % of time for each day that it has been within, above or 
below the range set.

To track the quality and stability of the set temperature 
to identify areas requiring improvement in the 
refrigerated facility or in product conservation

Maintenance, 
Quality

Advanced 
humidity 

report
Food

Displays, for the selected period, the THI (Time Humidity Index) of 
the relative humidity variables to assess the distribution of the 
values with regard to the range set (humidity Set Point), the % of 
time for each day that it has been within, above or below the 
range set.

To track the quality and stability of the set relative 
humidity to identify areas requiring improvement in 
product conservation

Maintenance, 
Quality

Advanced 
alarms report

Food, 
pharmaceutical 

and air-
conditioning

Displays, for the selected period, an analysis of the alarms 
triggered by severity level, alarm type, hourly and weekly 
frequency with which it occurs and a list of the alarms with 
defined severity.

To perform an analysis of the alarms to identify areas 
requiring improvement in the facility

Maintenance

Device 
connectitivy 

report

Food, 
pharmaceutical 

and air-
conditioning

Displays, for the selected period, an analysis of the device 
connectivity, indicating the received signal strength.

To perform an analysis of the received signal strength
Maintenance, 

Quality

Report types
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Example of a report

The following example shows an alarm report and a temperature quality report.

[ALL] Alarms
Date: 2018-12-13 13:13:52

Period: 2018-11-01 / 2018-12-13

Generated by akonet.cloud 1 / 2

Device information

Name

Description Monitor de temperatura y humedad, IP68, -40T50, batería 6,5 Ah, NB-IoT Band 20

Address

Groups

Tags

Reference AKO-59810V

Serial number

ID

Alarms summary

Severity:

Unassigned0 Low 0 Medium 0

High 5 

Type:

Min 0 Max 5 HACCP 0

TTI/THI 0 Others0  

Time range:

0-6h 1 6-12h 0 12-18h 2

18-24h 2

Alarms % by week day

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

0%
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20%

30%

40%
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60%

70%

Total alarms %

[ALL] Alarms
Date: 2018-12-13 13:13:52

Period: 2018-11-01 / 2018-12-13

Generated by akonet.cloud 2 / 2

Summary table

Total alarms 5

Time in alarm 13 hour(s), 15 minute(s) (1.28%)

Sent notifications 0

User notifications 0

Acknowledge alarm % 0%

Alarms by day and type

Alarms with severity

Status Name Reference Severity Activate Activated at Deactivate Deactivated at

Inactive
Max. ambient
temperature alarm

AH1811-1 high 8ºC 04-11-2018 17:44 7ºC 04-11-2018 19:59

Inactive
Max. ambient
temperature alarm

AH1811-3 high 8ºC 14-11-2018 23:29 7ºC 15-11-2018 00:14

Inactive
Max. ambient
temperature alarm

AH1811-4 high 8ºC 18-11-2018 18:29 7ºC 19-11-2018 00:44

Inactive
Max. ambient
temperature alarm

AH1811-8 high 8ºC 29-11-2018 21:44 7ºC 30-11-2018 01:14

Inactive
Max. ambient
temperature alarm

AH1812-1 high 8ºC 02-12-2018 05:44 7ºC 02-12-2018 06:14

2018-11-01 2018-11-05 2018-11-09 2018-11-13 2018-11-17 2018-11-21 2018-11-25 2018-11-29 2018-12-03 2018-12-07 2018-12-11

0

1

Min Max Haccp Tti Other

[AKODATA] Temperature quality
Date: 2018-12-13 13:18:47

Period: 2018-12-06 / 2018-12-13

Generated by akonet.cloud 1 / 2

Device information

Name

Description Monitor de temperatura y humedad, IP68, -40T50, batería 6,5 Ah, NB-IoT Band 20

Address

Groups

Tags

Reference AKO-59810V

Serial number

ID D5

Time Temperature Index (Ambient temperature)

Parameter Value

Setpoint 4ºC

Hysteresis 2ºC

Temperature (ºC) 1.9 2 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.7 4 4.3

Time (%) 17.7 0 10.4 6.9 6.1 18.6 26.8 8.2 3.5 1.7

Time in setpoint (Ambient temperature)

Day Date % temp. in range % below temp. % above temp.

Thursday 2018-12-06 72.9% 27.1% 0%

Friday 2018-12-07 68.8% 31.3% 0%

Saturday 2018-12-08 66.7% 33.3% 0%

Sunday 2018-12-09 10.4% 89.6% 0%

Monday 2018-12-10 70.8% 29.2% 0%
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[AKODATA] Temperature quality
Date: 2018-12-13 13:18:47

Period: 2018-12-06 / 2018-12-13

Generated by akonet.cloud 2 / 2

Total avg. % in range by period: 57.5%

Day Date % temp. in range % below temp. % above temp.

Tuesday 2018-12-11 68.8% 31.3% 0%

Wednesday 2018-12-12 72.9% 27.1% 0%

Thursday 2018-12-13 28.6% 71.4% 0%

Alarms

Status Name Reference Severity Activate Activated at Deactivate Deactivated at

Inactive Time-RH% Index (THI) alarm AU1812-12 unassigned 18.8% 2018-12-10T08:45:30.378Z 100.0% 2018-12-12T06:00:33.477Z
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Backlog
When changing a parameter associated with a device (see page 13) through AKONET.cloud, the change is run instantly, but is included in a task that runs in the 
next transmission (variable depending on configuration). Each task can contain multiple parameter changes. If, at the time of saving the change, there is a task 
waiting to be sent, the change is added to the task already created, otherwise it generates a new task. This section shows the list of tasks and their status.

Device: Indicates the model of the device.
User: User who performed the configuration change.
Changes: No. changed parameters (confirmed / requested).
Status: Task status (Pending, sent, confirmed, failed or cancelled).
Created at: Date and time when the alarm was triggered.
Updated at: The date and time when the task was updated (whether by modifying a parameter, by adding a new change or a status update).
Sent at: Date and time when the task was sent to the device.
Confirmed at: Confirmation date and time of task done (effective change in the device).

Displays the details

Indicates the former value of the
parameter and the new value

0 Pending tasks (will be sent
in the next transmission)

143 Tasks sent
and confirmed

215 tasks 
in total

12 Tasks sent
(to be confirmed)

14 Failed tasks
(sent and not
confirmed)

46 cancelled tasks
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Roles
Displays a list of roles that are generated. The roles allow creating different user profiles depending on the job requirements. Each user has access to different 
functions depending on the privileges assigned.

Different privileges can be assigned to each role as required and each user can be assigned a role.

The administrator has all the permissions and only he can create profiles and users. There can be as many administrators as required.

Creates a new role

Edits the role

Name / Description: Assigns a name and a description to the role
Privileges: Assigns different privileges to the role, the users who have that role assigned to them will have these privileges.

Activate new device: Allows activating new devices.
Read device config.: Allows viewing the device configuration.
Update device info.: Allows editing the device details (Name, description, etc.)
Update device config.: Allows editing the device configuration.
Device audits: Allows viewing the change log in the device configuration.
Read device events: Allows viewing the device lists of events.
Notification rule edit: Allows editing the notification rules.
Access to reports: Allows displaying the activity reports.
Access to backlog: Allows viewing the log of the changes made to the device configuration.
Group management: Allows creating and editing groups.
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Users
There are 3 possible user types:

User: There can be as many as required and their privileges are defined by editing each of them manually or by assigning a role (see previous page).
Administrator: There can be as many as required. They have all the privileges, except for being unable to edit the company profile or view the billing details.
Owner: There can only be one, and it is always the person who registers the company. They have all the privileges of an administrator; however, they can also 
edit the company profile and view the billing details.

When accessing "Users", a list with the users registered in AKONET.cloud and their assigned roles is displayed.

Email: User's email address*.
Firstname:  Username.
Lastname: User's surname.
Active: Indicates whether it is active or not.
Admin.: Indicates whether he has administrator permissions or not.
Role: Displays the assigned role (see page 30).
Last login: Date and time of the user's last connection.
Created at: Date and time the user was created.
Updated at: Date and time when the user was last changed.

Creates a new user
Edits a user

Allows assigning a
role to the user

Specifies the user's
privileges**

Specifies if the user
is administrator**

* The email used must be unique in all AKONET.cloud, it can not be repeated or reused even if they are different companies.
** If the user is an administrator, all privileges are active and can not be modified. If the user has an assigned role, the privileges can not be modified, to do so 

the role must be modified.

Allows limiting user access
to specific groups or devices

Allows including an image in the user’s profile
(gif/png/jpeg, maximum size 1 MB).
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We reserve the right to supply materials that might vary slightly to those described in our Technical Sheets. Updated information is available on our website.

AKO ELECTROMECÁNICA , S.A.L.

Avda. Roquetes, 30-38
08812  Sant Pere de Ribes.•
Barcelona  Spain.•

Tel.: +34 902 333 145
Fax: +34 938 934 054
www.ako.com
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